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NEWS

• Markets remain risk-positive at the beginning of the week and the greenback is having a tough

time finding demand. The European economic docket will not feature any high-tier data releases

on Monday. Later in the session, the NAHB Housing Market Index from the US will be looked

upon for fresh impetus.

• On Friday, the data published by the University of Michigan showed that the Consumer

Confidence Index edged higher to 51.5 in July's flash estimate from 49.9. More importantly, the

long-run inflation expectation component of the survey declined to 2.8% from 3.1% in June's final

print. After this data, the probability of a 100 basis points rate hike in July dropped below 30%

from nearly 90% earlier in the week.

• Earlier in the day, the data from New Zealand revealed that the Consumer Price Index jumped to

7.3% on a yearly basis in the second quarter from 6.9% in the first quarter.
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➢ EURUSD Price extends the previous day’s recovery as buyers attack the 1.0100 threshold during

Monday’s initial Asian session. In doing so, the major currency pair cheers easing concerns over

the Federal Reserve’s (Fed) 100 bps rate hike while bracing for the European Central Bank

(ECB) monetary policy meeting.

➢ The gas crisis in Germany joins Italy’s political drama to challenge the European Central Bank

(ECB) hawks as they brace for the first rate hike in many years.

➢ For more upside, bulls need to surpass the resistance of 1.018, which will send the pair to the

level of 1.036 at the upper band of daily bearish channel. However, the resistance of 1.0260 will

act as an additional filter to the north. On the contrary, the pullback moves will be initially

limited by the support of 1.007 ahead of challenging the 1.000 support.
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➢ GBP/USD takes the bids to refresh intraday high around 1.1900 during Monday’s Asian session.

In doing so, investors have ignored political jitters in the UK economy. Rishi Sunak is leading

among the contenders for the leader of the Conservative Party and the UK’s Prime Minister. It

will be interesting to see who will grab the second spot and will go head-to-head with Sunak.

➢ On the UK front, investors are awaiting the release of the employment figures and inflation data.

The Unemployment Rate is seen as stable at 3.8%. The focus will remain on the Average Hourly

Earnings data. In times, when individuals are facing the headwinds of red-hot inflation, lower

earnings will dampen the market mood.

➢ If the bulls can push the price above the resistance of 1.1930 at the June 14 low, the targets of

1.2050 and 1.2170 will be available to them. Alternatively, in case of resumption of slippage and

breaking the support of 1.1800, cable will be reduced to 23 March 2020 high at 1.1713.
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➢ USD/JPY bears struggle to keep reins as the quote recovers to 138.33 heading into Monday’s

European session. The asset is declining gradually as the US dollar index (DXY) witnessed a

steep fall in early trading hours on Monday.

➢ On the Tokyo front, investors are awaiting the announcement of the interest rate decision by the

Bank of Japan (BOJ), which is due on Thursday. The central bank is expected to keep interest

rates unchanged as the policymakers are committed to keeping a dovish tone to revive the

overall demand in the economy. The BOJ is focused to keep the inflation rate to 2% and seldom

higher oil prices are not a decent way to attain desired goals.

➢ The downside movement could aim the support of 137.75 and be considered as a buying

opportunity by the market participants, which will drive the major towards the top of daily

bullish channel. On the contrary, in case of breaking the support of 137.50 at July 11 high, the

bears will test June 29 high at 137.00.
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➢ Gold Price rebounds firmly after booking the fifth straight weekly decline. US dollar extends

retreat on easing aggressive Fed tightening bets, risk-on flows XAUUSD eyes a technical rebound

amid Fed’s blackout period, light calendar.

➢ Risk-on sentiment remains in vogue at the start of the week, extending Friday’s upbeat mood seen

in the US session. Stronger than expected US Retail Sales data brought risk-on flows back in the

game. On Monday, China’s pledge to step up economic growth seems to bode well for risk flows,

weighing negatively on the safe-haven dollar at Gold’s expense.

➢ A minor recovery move towards the support of $1,725 at the broken uptrend line from 16 August

2018 will be an optimal selling opportunity for investors, which will drag the precious metal

towards July 13 low at $ 1,707, followed by the late 2021 low surrounding $1,678. On the flip

side, the Gold bulls could regain control if the asset rises above $1,725. An occurrence of the same

will drive the yellow metal towards $1,745 at July 13 high.
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➢ US stocks closed the last session of the previous week higher as expectations of a full-percentage-

point rate hike fell while a consumer sentiment index rebounded from a record low. All sectors

posted gains, with financials the top gainer.

➢ The S&P 500 advanced 1.9% to 3,863.16. It can be expected that the recovery move will be

limited by the resistance of 3,860 at the broken uptrend line from June 17. An occurrence of the

same will drive the index towards the round level of 3,800, followed by July 14 low surrounding

2,725. On the other hand, In case of breaking the resistance area of 3,950-80, S&P 500 will surge

to the multiple low of early June around 4,070.

➢ Citigroup (C) rose about 13.3%, the top performer on the S&P 500 after second-quarter results

surpassed Wall Street's estimates.
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